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AUTOMATED, DEPENDABLE SYSTEMS FOR  
HEAVY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

DECREASE DOWNTIME AND KEEP  
HEAVY EQUIPMENT MOVING
There’s nothing worse than running off schedule due to 
equipment downtime on a construction job. With Graco 
construction solutions, your equipment’s bearings will 
always be greased properly and your heavy equipment 
service center will be optimized for efficiency.

MITIGATE THE CONSTRUCTION  
LABOR SHORTAGE
Skilled mechanics and technicians for heavy equipment 
service are increasingly hard to find. Get peace of mind and 
keep workers happy with solutions that eliminate manual, 
time-consuming tasks and lead to equipment longevity.

OVERCOME EVERYDAY CHALLENGES 
AND RELY ON A TRUSTED BRAND
With constant change, supply chain issues and rising costs, 
it helps to have one trusted source and a partner by your 
side. Graco takes great pride in offering premium products 
for your construction site, best-in-class warranties and 
unmatched customer care.

NOT ALL AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION  
SYSTEMS ARE BUILT THE SAME
Construction professionals trust Graco solutions  
to elevate everyday performance

• Multiple Reservoir Sizes 

• UV Impact Resistant Reservoir 

• Digital Controller 

• Data Management System (DMS)

• Auto-fill Shut Off 

• IP69K Rated
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Have confidence in your lubrication program with Graco 
automatic lubrication solutions. With the right solution and 
support team at your side, automatic lubrication can help 
you reap the benefits of reduced downtime, increased 
productivity and minimized maintenance expenses, 
ultimately driving a greater ROI for your business.

ON-ROAD VEHICLE  
AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION
• Road-proven automatic lubrication systems deliver  

on expectations for reliable, automatic grease 
dispensing, even in tough environments  
demanded by mobile applications

• Simplify maintenance for  
technicians and operators

AT WORK WITH GRACO

HEAVY EQUIPMENT

ON-ROAD VEHICLES

SERVICE CENTERS

SERVICE TRUCKS

DUMP TRUCKS

EXCAVATORS

LOADERS

GRADERS

DOZERS

BACKHOES

CEMENT MIXERS

DRILLS

CRANES

& MORE

GRACO IS IN ALL 
CONSTRUCTION

SUPPORTING
CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT

DESIGNED FOR 
PRODUCTIVITY. 
BUILT WITH GRACO.
Graco offers an expansive range of robust, reliable and proven 
solutions to simplify everyday fluid management, including 
lubricating the yellow iron machines critical to your operation. 
Choose Graco equipment to keep your crews safe and your 
machines running while capturing more data for more  
informed decisions – so you can profit from  
non-stop productivity.

SCAN FOR MORE  
INFORMATION
GRACO.COM/CONSTRUCTION

SERVICE CENTERS
FLUID DISPENSE
• Industry-leading pumps, hose reels, dispense  

meters and fluid monitoring tools

• Swap spent fluids quickly and safely

• Expedite the removal of unwanted oils,  
water and other waste material

FLUID CONTROL, FLUID MANAGEMENT & 
TANK LEVEL MONITORING
• Program fluid dispense volumes, monitor  

activity, and simplify inventory tasks to make  
more informed decisions about your fleet

• Track tank levels, capture and apply data,  
and allocate inventory quickly, accurately  
and confidently

OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT 
AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION
• Improve productivity and enhance uptime with 

solutions for lubricating heavy equipment throughout 
the job site

• Capture critical real-time data that you can  
leverage for faster, smarter decision-making

• Hydraulic, pneumatic and electric solutions  
so no matter what you drive, Graco’s got  
you covered

• Drop-in upgrade for stock systems, no  
additional configuration needed

• 

LUBE & SERVICE TRUCKS
• Fluid dispense equipment for quick and 

safe mobile service

• High flow pumps and meters allow for 
more efficient fluid changes and grease 
reservoir refills

• Equipment designed for the  
harshest job sites 



Every Graco purchase comes  
with A+ Customer Service.

Questions?
Call (800) 533-9655 
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ALWAYS INNOVATING. 
ALWAYS RESPONSIVE.
For nearly a century, Graco has designed, delivered and supported solutions that you use every day. We help simplify 
everyday tasks and improve productivity for forward-thinking workers and businesses around the world. 

Whether you’re servicing vehicles, operating heavy equipment, performing maintenance repairs, working on an oil rig or 
running manufacturing lines, we’re your one trusted source for proven lubrication equipment and bulk fluid management 
solutions designed to maximize your profitability. Because we understand just one hour of downtime can equal tens of 
thousands in lost revenue.

INNOVATIVE
We listen to our customers and adapt to their 
needs. Our investment in R&D is unparalleled, 
empowering Graco to create more reliable, 
connected, and easier-to-use automatic 
lubrication equipment, bulk fluid management 
and fluid transfer systems.

QUALITY
From our best-in-class manufacturing 
processes, rigorous product testing and 
industry’s best warranty, you always know 
that Graco solutions are going to get the 
job done – and stand the test of time. 
That’s why you can find Graco products 
over 50 years old still in operation.

CONSULTATIVE
Being a consultative partner takes work – 
and we’re always up for it. Graco and our 
distributors want to work with you to identify, 
design and install the best solutions for your 
needs to ensure you receive the maximum ROI 
on your investments. 

RESPONSIVE
When you need an answer, we’re just a  
phone call away. Our support team is 
committed to providing you with a superior 
customer service experience and a reliable  
and fast response. Because we know 
downtime means lost revenue.

For more information, call 844-241-9504 or visit graco.com/construction


